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Abstract: Bus bridging has been widely used to connect stations affected by urban rail transit
disruptions. This paper designs bus bridging routes for passengers in case of urban rail transit
disruption. The types of urban rail transit disruption between Origin-Destination stations are
summarized, and alternative bus bridging routes are listed. First, the feasible route generation
method is established. Feasible routes for each pair of the disruption Origin-Destination stations
include urban rail transit transfer, direct bus bridging, and indirect bus bridging. Then the feasible
route generation model with the station capacity constraint is established. The k-short alternative
routes are generated to form the bus bridging routes. Lastly, by considering the bus bridging resource
constraints, the final bus bridging routes are obtained by merging and filtering the initial bridging
routes. Numerical results of an illustrative network show that the bus bridging routes generated from
the proposed model can significantly reduce travel delay of blocked passengers, and it is necessary
to maintain the number of passengers in the urban rail transit below the station capacity threshold
for ensuring a feasible routing design. One more important finding of this work is that the direct
bridging route is preferred for short travel distances, while the indirect bridging route is preferred
for longer travel distances. After the bridging bus routes are taken, the passenger’s total travel time
is significantly lower than when no measures are taken. However, after the capacity constraint of a
station is considered, the passenger’s total travel time will be increased by 3.49% compared with not
considering a capacity constraint.

Keywords: urban rail transit; disruption; bus bridging; route design; k-short routes; capacity constraint

1. Introduction

Urban rail transit is a major traffic mode in many cities for its efficiency. However, rail transit
disruptions, such as station equipment failures, power outages, explosions, etc., would occur from
time to time. Statistics have shown that the outage time caused by disruption ranges from 10 min to
even a few days. After such disruptions, a large number of passengers may gather in urban rail transit
stations, which severely affects the entire urban rail transit system [1]. Many cities have established
emergency evacuation plans for urban rail transit disruption, in order to transport passengers to the
ground and recover normal operations of the urban rail transit system as quickly as possible to reduce
losses. Common practices include transferring passengers to other rail lines and ground buses or
emergency bus bridging and taxis [2].
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Transfers within the urban rail transit system include reorganizing and adjusting subway
operations in no disruption areas. Shen and Wilson put forward holding, skipping, and short-turning
strategies, and pointed out holding combinations with short-turning can help reduce waiting times
of blocked passengers [3]; Jespersen-Groth et al. proposed three sub-problems related to disruption
response management for rail transit systems: timetable adjustment, rolling stock rescheduling,
and crew rescheduling [4]. Corman and D’ariano considered several disruption resolution scenarios
involving cancellation of services, rerouting, and shuttle trains [5]. Laporte et al. yielded a network
that provided several alternative routes for given origin–destination pairs, therefore increasing
robustness [6]. Cadarso et al. developed an integrated model of timetabling and rolling stock that gave
specific consideration to the disruption response [7].

Providing alternative travel routes in the urban rail transit network relies on topological structures
of the urban rail transit network (whether there is an alternative urban rail transit route between
two stations) after disruption, as well as the severity of the damage (whether disruption affects more
than one line). In the case that other urban rail transit routes cannot accommodate the blocked
passengers within a tolerable time, bus bridging should be used instead [8–11]. That is, bus bridging
should be utilized when the lasting time of the disruption is up to a certain threshold (for instance,
policies in China require bus bridging when the forecast disruption time of two-way urban rail
transit traffic is above 30 min); moreover, when only the road infrastructure and the bus services
are fully efficient. Zeng et al. proposed that the combination of urban rail transit and taxi operation
can help transport blocked passengers in time by adjusting the taxi fares [12]. Peng classified bus
bridging into three categories: pick-up and drop-off of the passengers along the urban rail transit
stations; transferring the blocked passengers to the surrounding transportation hub; and increasing
the insufficient urban rail transit capacity in peak hours as supplementary transport [13]. Teng and
Xu proposed an emergency cooperation strategy between urban rail transit and bus bridging [14].
However, current operations tend to solely rely on operators’ experience to design the route of bus
bridging. Therefore, Jin et al. introduced localized integration with bus services to achieve the desired
resilience to potential disruptions of urban rail transit [15]. Yang proposed an analytical framework
for evaluating, in the case of interrupted conditions, the effect of bus bridging services on the degree
of connectivity of rail networks [16]. Some researchers studied the response mechanism of urban
rail transit disruption, and planned bus bridging routes by minimizing the waiting time and total
loss of all passengers in the disruption area [17–23]. Van der Hurk et al. proposed a model to select
bus bridging and frequencies under budget constraints [24]. Kepaptsoglou proposed a planning and
design framework of bus bridging based on urban rail transit station layout, and a dynamic schedule
model of bus bridging in urban rail transit disruption [25].

Firstly, most existing bus bridging routes are only planned between disrupted stations on a single
line or several disrupted stations within a small scope, and the feasible routes are simple. In fact,
most Origin-Destination (hereinafter called OD) pairs, and even farther OD pairs would be impacted in
disruption, given that many real-world rail transit networks can be more complex; there are potentially
many feasible routes for bus bridging, including direct bus bridging routes, bus bridging + urban rail
transit, urban rail transit + bus bridging, urban rail transit + bus bridging + urban rail transit—the
bus bridging problem becomes more and more complex. Consequently, in this paper, we established
an optimal design model of bus bridging routes considering all feasible routes between disruption
OD pairs and passenger route-choice behavior. Furthermore, most existing models aim to transport
the blocked passengers to a bridging station near the disrupted zone, but because the station capacity
constraints may not guarantee that all passengers can be transported to the same bridging station,
more bridging stations should be chosen. Consequently, in this paper, we established an optimal
design model of bus bridging routes considering bridging station capacity constraint and solved this
model using the penalty method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the types of disruption in
an urban rail transit network and corresponding alternative bus bridging routes, further proposing
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the feasible route generation method considering passenger alternative route-choice behavior and
bridging station capacity constraint, then merge the resulting bus bridging routes. Section 3 presents a
case study containing four urban rail transit lines with 82 stations and analyzes the bus bridging route
design results and relationship between bus bridging route and travel distance. Section 4 concludes
the paper.

2. Methods

2.1. Notation

Cij = disruption indicator from i to j;
M
(
V, Â

)
= the normal urban rail transit network without disruption, where V is the set of urban rail

transit stations; Â is the set of urban rail transit link units;
M(V, A) = the disrupted urban rail transit network is defined by a directed graph, where A is the set
of urban rail transit link units that are still available;
i, j = any station in the network, and are not necessarily adjacent to each other;
Pm

ij = the shortest route of urban rail transit transfer from i to j;
L = {l1, l2 . . . lλ} = urban rail transit lines set;
V = Vl1 ∪Vl2 . . . ∪Vlλ

= the urban rail transit stations set;
Xm

hk = whether the directed urban rail transit link from h to k is chosen;
tm
hk = the in-vehicle cost of urban rail transit link h to k;

tmm = the cost of transfer the urban rail transit;
ad(h) = the set of the stations that can be reached from station h by one urban rail transit link unit;
Pb

ij = direct bus bridging route from i to j;

tb
ij = the running time on a bus bridging route from i to j;

Pc
ij = the shortest indirect bus bridging route from i to j;

Vij = the set of urban rail transit stations located on pn
ij;

Vf/V+
i /V−j = the set of stations located inside the disrupted section/between origin and fault

section/between disrupted section and destination;
Am = the set of urban rail transit link units that still are available;
Ab = the set of bus bridging link units;
Pb

ih, Pb
hk, Pb

hj represents a bus bridging route from i to h, h to k, h to j, respectively;
Pn

hj/Pn
ih/Pn

kj/Pn
ih is a part of Pn

ij ;
θ = dependent factor;
Xb

hk = whether the directed bus bridging link from h to k is chosen;
tb
hk = the cost of the bus bridging link;

tmb = the transfer cost between bus bridging and urban rail transit;
kmax

ij = the total number of all the feasible routes from i to j;
pd

ij = punishment route from i to j;
M = an arbitrary large positive value;
G(V∗, A∗) = the bus bridging network;
A∗m/A∗b = the set of the urban rail transit/bus bridging link units which constitute the alternative
routes p;
V∗ = the set of urban rail transit stations that are passed by the alternative routes p;
fr = passenger flow on the bridging route r before merging;
tw
r , tw = the average waiting time on route r/merger route;

te
r /te = the in-vehicle time on route r/merger route;

p,q = the stations connected by the bridging route r before merging;
th
r , bd

r = the realistic headway/demand frequency of the bus bridging on r;
lr = the length of r;
v = the speed of the bus bridging;
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Nr, Nd
r = the assign/demand number of bus bridging on r;

c = the capacity of one bus bridging;
µ = load factor.

2.2. Types of Urban Rail Transit Network Disruption and Alternate Bus Bridging Routes

We define a pair of rail transit stations as disrupted OD stations if such pair of rail transit stations
is interrupted in the disrupted network. Further, we define the interruption as complete disruption if
stations i, j are unable to be connected within the disrupted network through any transfer, and the
interruption as incomplete disruption if stations i, j can still be connected through a transfer. The bus
bridging routes of complete disruption only include direct and indirect bus bridging routes, while
bus bridging routes of incomplete disruption need to consider transfer urban rail transit as well.
This disruption indicator is defined as follows.

Cij =
[
cij
]
, cij =


1 i, j direct connection

0.5 i, j incomplete disruption

0 i, j complete disruption

(1)

Incomplete disruption is considered because although stations can be connected through transfers,
the time required is possibly far greater than the normal travel time. For example, disruption occurs on
the ring line and all disrupted OD stations are still connected, but the detour time through the opposite
direction will greatly increase, and using bus bridging is a more realistic alternative. While for the case
where the transfer to other urban rail transit lines needs less time than bus bridging, the bus bridging
becomes unnecessary. In other words, if Cij = 0, we need a bus bridging service between i, j stations.
If Cij = 0.5, we need to consider whether the transfer or the bus bridging saves more time.

The bus bridging routes between the disrupted OD stations include both direct and indirect routes.

(a) Direct bus bridging routes connect disrupted OD stations directly.
(b) Indirect bus bridging routes connect disrupted OD stations by combining a bus bridging route

and the urban rail transit network that has not been damaged. According to the combination
sequence of traffic modes, the indirect bus bridging routes can be further divided into three types.

Indirect bus bridging route Type 1: bus bridging + urban rail transit. Passengers take a bridging
bus from the origin station to an urban rail transit station across the disrupted zone, and then take
urban rail transit to the destination.

Indirect bus bridging route Type 2: urban rail transit + bus bridging. Passengers take urban rail
transit to a station near the disrupted zone, and then transfer to a bridging bus across the disrupted
zone to the destination.

Indirect bus bridging route Type 3: urban rail transit + bus bridging + urban rail transit. Passengers
take urban rail transit to a station near the disrupted zone, transfer to a bridging bus across the
disrupted zone, and then take urban rail transit to the destination.

2.3. Feasible Route Generation

2.3.1. Feasible Route Generation without Capacity Constraint

The feasible routes that connect the disrupted OD stations include urban rail transit transfers,
direct and indirect bus bridging. The feasible route generation method is introduced as follows
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Feasible route generation procedure without capacity constraint.

Step 1: Generating the shortest route Pm
ij of urban rail transit transfer. m means urban rail transit

transfer. The shortest route search model of urban rail transit transfer is established as follows. If no
specific instructions are given, the stations mentioned belong to V.

min tm
ij = ∑

lλ∈L

 ∑
h∈Vlλ

tm
hk·X

m
hk +

1
2
·tmm· ∑

h ∈ Vlλ
h 6= i, j

|Xm
kh − Xm

hk|

 k ∈ Vlλ ; k ∈ ad(h) (2)

∑
k∈ad(i)

Xm
ik = 1 (3)

∑
k∈ad(i)

Xm
ki = 0 (4)

∑
h∈ad(j)

Xm
hj = 1 (5)

∑
h∈ad(j)

Xm
jh = 0 (6)

∑
(h,k)

Xm
hk − ∑

(k,h)
Xm

kh = 0 ∀ h 6= i, j; k ∈ ad(h) (7)

∑
k∈ad(h)

Xm
hk ≤ 1 ∀ h (8)

Xm
hk ∈ {0, 1} ∀ (h, k) ∈ A (9)

Objective Equation (2) generates the urban rail transit transfer route tm
ij with minimum cost, which

includes in-vehicle costs and transfer costs of urban rail transit. In-vehicle cost is defined as the total
in-vehicle time on urban rail transit routes, and transfer cost is defined as the number of transfers
multiplied by transfer time.

The model deals with the transfer judgement as follows. For the case without transfers, the two
urban rail transit links in Pm

ij connecting to station h belong to the same urban rail transit line,
Xm

kh = 1, Xm
hk = 1, k ∈ ad(h), k ∈ Vlλ . For the case with transfers, the two urban rail transit

links in Pm
ij connecting to station h belong to different urban rail transit lines lλ and lµ, i.e.,

Xm
kh = 1, Xm

hg = 1, k, g ∈ ad(h), k ∈ Vlλ , g ∈ Vlµ , λ 6= µ, which is equivalent to Xm
kh = 1, Xm

hk =
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0 or Xm
kh = 0, Xm

hk = 1, k ∈ ad(h), k ∈ Vlλ . Hence, Equation (10) indicates whether transfers occur at
station h.

Xm
kh − Xm

hk =


−1 transfer

0 no transfer
1 transfer

k ∈ ad(h), k ∈ Vlλ , h 6= i, j (10)

Equations (3) and (4) constrain that the directed route starts from the origin station i; Equations (5)
and (6) constrain that the directed route ends at the terminal station j; Equation (7) prevents the directed
route breaking at the stations except for i and j; Equation (8) prevents a circuit route being generated.

The cost of the shortest transfer route t1
ij is defined in Equation (11). If t1

ij = ∞, it means that there
is no transfer route to connect the disrupted OD stations in the disrupted urban rail transit network.

t1
ij =

{
mintm

ij , ∀ i, j ∈ V, cij = 0.5
∞, ∀ i, j ∈ V, cij = 0

(11)

Step 2: Generating the direct bus bridging route Pb
ij. The direct bus bridging routes connect the

disrupted OD stations directly. There is no transfer cost in direct bus bridging. Especially, if the
disrupted OD stations are inside the disrupted section simultaneously, they can only be connected
by direct bus bridging. If tb

ij is greater than the threshold tb
max = 30 min, then the route is canceled.

The cost of the direct bus bridging route t2
ij is defined in Equation (12).

t2
ij =

{
tb
ij, tb

ij ≤ tb
max

∞, tb
ij > tb

max
, ∀ i, j ∈ V : cij = 0 or cij = 0.5 (12)

Step 3: Generating the shortest indirect bus bridging route Pc
ij. If the OD stations are outside

the disrupted section, Vij can be divided into three subsets Vij = V+
i ∪ Vf ∪ V−j . The bus bridging

links are set to connect any pair of h ∈ V+
i and k ∈ V−j to ensure the bus bridging route spans the

disrupted section. If the destination/origin is inside the disrupted section, Vij can be divided into
two subsets Vij = V+

i /V−j ∪ Vf. The bus bridging links are set to connect any pair of h ∈ V+
i and

destination/h ∈ V−j and origin. The running time of the bus bridging links must be less than tb
max.

Then M(V, A) is expanded, here A = Am ∪Ab.
According to the analysis, the indirect bus bridging route can be divided into a trip chain as

Equation (13). Pb
ih, Pb

hk, Pb
hj:

Pc
ij =


Pb

ih + Pb
hk bus bridging→ urban rail transit

Pn
ih + Pb

hk + Pn
kj urban rail transit→ bus bridging→ urban rail transit

Pn
ih + Pb

hj urban rail transit→ bus bridging
. (13)

The route search model of shortest indirect bridging is established as follows. If no specific
instructions are given, the stations mentioned belong to Vij.

mintc
ij = ∑

h∈Vij

(
tm
hk·X

m
hk + tb

hk·X
b
hk

)
+ tmb· ∑

h ∈ Vij

h 6= i, j

|Xm
kh − Xm

hk| k ∈ ad(h) (14)

∑
k∈ad(i)

(
Xm

ik + Xb
ik

)
= 1 (15)

∑
k∈ad(i)

Xm
ki = 0 (16)
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∑
h∈ad(j)

(
Xm

hj + Xb
hj

)
= 1 (17)

∑
h∈ad(j)

Xm
jh = 0 (18)

∑
(h,k)

(
Xm

hk + Xb
hk

)
− ∑

(k,h)

(
Xm

kh + Xb
kh

)
= 0 ∀ h 6= i, j; k ∈ ad(h) (19)

∑
k∈ad(h)

(
Xm

hk + Xb
hk

)
≤ 1 ∀ h (20)

Xm
ih + Xm

kj ≥ 1h ∈ ad(i); k ∈ ad(j) (21)

Xm
hk, Xb

hk ∈ {0, 1} ∀ (h, k) ∈ A (22)

Objective Equation (14) generates the cost of the indirect bridging route tc
ij, which includes

in-vehicle time of the bus bridging, in-vehicle time of urban rail transit, and transfer time.
The model deals with the transfer judgement as follows: for the case without a transfer, the two

links in Pc
ij connecting to station h are both urban rail transit links, Xm

kh = 1, Xm
hk = 1, k ∈ ad(h);

for the case with a transfer, the two links in Pc
ij connecting to station h, one is an urban rail transit link,

the other is a bus bridging link. Xm
kh = 1, Xb

hk = 1, h ∈ V+
i or Xb

kh = 1, Xm
hk = 1, h ∈ V−j , which is

equivalent to Xm
kh = 1, Xm

hk = 0, h ∈ V+
i or Xm

kh = 0, Xm
hk = 1, h ∈ V−j . Hence Equation (23) indicates

whether transfer occurs at station h.

Xm
kh − Xm

hk =


1 transfer h ∈ V+

i
0 no transfer h ∈ Vij

−1 transfer h ∈ V−j

k ∈ ad(h), h 6= i, j (23)

Equations (15)–(20) are similar to Equations (3)–(8); Equation (21) prevents the direct bus bridging
route generating here.

The cost of the shortest indirect bridging route t3
ij is shown as Equation (24).

t3
ij = min tc

ij, ∀i, j ∈ V : cij = 0 or cij = 0.5 (24)

2.3.2. Feasible Route Generation with Capacity Constraints of Station

Due to the station capacity constraints, only one shortest feasible route for each pair of disruption
OD stations is not enough. When multiple routes intersect at the one station, the volume of passengers
would exceed the realistic station capacity. Thus, part of the pairs of the disruption OD stations need
to sacrifice their shortest ones to choose other feasible routes to avoid transfer at the saturation station.
However, it is not possible to include all feasible routes of each pair of the disruption OD stations
simultaneously in traffic assignment, since that would dramatically increase the computational cost.
Thus, k-short alternative routes are proposed, where the k value is critical. We propose a method to
determine the k value which is based on the feedback of the station permittable flow volume; extract
alternative routes by increasing k values progressively to form the bus bridging route; and assign
passenger flow considering the station capacity constraint. The progress stops when there is no
bottleneck station in the bridging network. The feasible route generation method with capacity
constraints of the station is introduced as follows in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Feasible route generation procedure with capacity constraint.

In the bus bridging network, the passenger flow volume of stations includes regular passenger
flow Nor(h) and bridging passenger flow Ext(h). The stations where passenger flow increases:
(1) transfer station hm in the urban rail transit transfer route pm

ij , as shown in Figure 3a; (2) station hc

in the indirect bridging route pc
ij where bus bridging/urban rail transit transfer bus bridging/urban

rail transit, as shown in Figure 3b. Here the passenger flow stops additionally at the non-OD station
for transfer. The stations where passenger flow decreases: (3) the terminal station hb/hc in the direct
bridging route pb

ij/indirect bridging route pc
ij where bus bridging connects, as shown in Figure 3c.

The passenger flow need not enter the urban rail transit station because they can get to the destination
on the ground by taking the bus bridging option.
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Step 1: Set k = 1.
Step 2: (a) Generating k-short alternative routes; (b) the original k-1 alternative routes continue to

be used. The kth alternative route is selected by comparing the cost of feasible routes, including urban
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rail transit transfer, direct and indirect bus bridging as in Equation (25). Feasible routes are generated
by the method introduced above.

min tij = min
(
θ·t1

ij, t2
ij, t3

ij

)
cij = 0 or cij = 0.5 (25)

According to the survey, if there are no significant differences in travel time, the blocked
passengers tend to choose transfers in the urban rail transit system. This tendency is related to
the ease of transfers within a single traffic mode and many other issues. Thus, a dependent factor θ < 1
is introduced for an urban rail transit transfer route to reflect the passengers’ perception of travel cost.
Further discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. Readers can refer to some literature [26] on
perceived travel cost etc., for more insights on this topic.

The new generated routes are brought into the alternative route set p. When k > kmax
ij , this pair

of OD stations is marked. In the later cycles, this pair of OD stations skips Step 2 and accesses
Step 3, the number of alternative routes keep kmax

ij unchanged. The alternative routes set p =
{

pm
ij

}
∪{

pc
ij

}
∪
{

pb
ij

}
.

Step 3: Forming the bus bridging network G(V∗, A∗) by the alternative routes set, here A∗ =

A∗m ∪A∗b.
Step 4: Defining the correlation matrix of the urban rail transit link unit-route in the bus bridging

network as follows:

Xmm
kh =

{
1 Xm

kh ∈ pm
ij

0 otherwise
(26)

Xmc
kh =

{
1 Xm

kh ∈ pc
ij

0 otherwise
. (27)

Similarly, defining the correlation matrix of the bus bridging link unit-route in the bridging
network as follows:

Xbc
kh =

{
1 Xb

kh ∈ pc
ij

0 otherwise
(28)

Xbb
kh =

{
1 Xb

kh ∈ pb
ij

0 otherwise
. (29)

Step 5: Selecting the feasible alternative routes. In the process of the k-1th passenger flow
assignment, there must be bottleneck stations in the bridging network, where the bridging flow
volume is beyond capacity, and passenger flow cannot be assigned. Thus, a punishment route is
added and separated from the bridging network, with no capacity constraint, and the route cost is an
arbitrarily large positive value. If there is any passenger flow assigned to punishment routes, then we
say bottleneck stations and transfers are the part of fij that pass those stations to the punishment routes.
The route optimization model is established as follows.

min ∑
(i,j)

fij·
(

∑
m

r·tm
ij ·pm

ij + ∑
c

tc
ij·pc

ij + tb
ij·pb

ij + M·pd
ij

)
(30)

∑
m

pm
ij + ∑

c
pc

ij + pb
ij + pd

ij = 1 ∀ (i, j) (31)

Nor(h) + Ext(h) ≤ Caph(h)·(1 + λ) ∀ h ∈ V∗ (32)

hm =

{
1, |Xmm

kh − Xmm
hk | = 1

0, otherwise
∀lλ ∈ L; hm 6= j; k ∈ ad(h); k ∈ Vlλ (33)
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hc =

 1, | ∑
(k,h)

Xmc
kh − ∑

(h,k)
Xmc

hk | = 1

0, otherwise
∀hc 6= i, j; k ∈ ad(h) (34)

hc =

 1, ∑
(k,h)

Xbc
kh = 1

0, otherwise
hc = j; k ∈ ad(h) (35)

hb =

 1, ∑
(k,h)

Xbb
kh = 1

0, otherwise
hb = j; k ∈ ad(h) (36)

Exth(h) = ∑
(i, j)

i, j 6= h

fij ∑
c

hc·pc
ij + ∑

(i, j)
j 6= h

fij ∑
m

hm·pm
ij − ∑

(i, j)
j = h

fij

(
hb·pb

ij + ∑
c

hc·pc
ij

)
(37)

pm
ij , pc

ij, pb
ij, pd

ij ∈ {0, 1} (38)

Objective Equation (30) minimizes the total travel time of the blocked passengers; Equation (31)
constrains that all the passengers of the disruption OD stations must choose only one alternative
route or punishment route; Equation (32) is the station capacity constraint, and λ represents a safe
overload rate. In overcapacity and under the safe overload rate, the performance of the station will
decrease but does not have to be shut down; Equation (33) judges the transfer station on the route pm

ij .
The judgement method is the same as Equation (10); Equation (34) judges the transfer station on the
route pc

ij. The judgement method is the same as Equation (23); Equations (35) and (36) identify whether

the terminal stations of the route pc
ij/pb

ij are connected by bus bridging routes; Equation (37) represents
the changing volume of passenger flow at station h.

If ∑
(i,j)

pd
ij ≥ 1, it implies that there exists bottleneck stations, and the current bridging network

cannot satisfy the bridging demand of all fij, turning to Step 6; if ∑
(i,j)

pd
ij = 0, the algorithm stops,

and the initial design of bus bridging routes can be generated. The bus bridging is deployed according
to the assigned passenger flow volume.

Step 6: Set k = k + 1, go to Step 2.

2.4. Route Merging and Filtering

The result generated by the above methods is an initial design plan of the bus bridging routes.
The process of the shortest alternative route generation for each pair of the disrupted OD stations is
independent. In fact, the existing feasible routes may have an influence on the feasible route generation
for the other pairs of the disrupted OD stations. It means that some bridging routes can probably be
replaced by the other two bridging routes. Moreover, the resource of bus bridging is limited in an
emergency, and some bridging routes with low passenger flow need to be merged or filtered in order
to reduce the route numbers and improve the utilization of public transport.

(1) The two (or more) bus bridging routes, whose original stations are the same and destination
stations are on the same urban rail transit line, can be merged into one route, as shown in
Figure 4a.

(2) The two bus bridging routes that start from the same station to two (or more) adjacent stations on
the other urban rail transit lines, as shown in Figure 4b, or four bus bridging routes that each
two stations belong to the same urban rail transit line and are adjacent, as shown in Figure 4c,
also can be merged into a ring route.

(3) For the series of bus bridging ring routes generated, if the larger ring route with a small distance
detour can cover the small ring route, the small ring route can be merged with the larger ring
route, as shown in Figure 4d.
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Whether the routes are eventually merged or not depends on whether the total travel time can be
reduced. A judgement algorithm is built as follows.

For the blocked passengers, the travel time of the bus bridging includes the average waiting time
tw and the in-vehicle time te:

t = tw + te. (39)

After merging the bus bridging route, on one hand, the passenger flow load on the original
routes are increased. As the bus bridging departure frequency increases, the average waiting time of
passengers is reduced. On the other hand, the merger may increase the route distance between some
pairs of stations and in-vehicle time for the detour. The change of the total travel time before and after
the merger is as follows:

∆t = ∑
R

∆tw
r ·fr −∑

R
∆te

r ·fr (40)

∆tw
r = tw

r − tw (41)

∆te
r = te − te

r . (42)

If Equation (40) is positive, it means the waiting time saved is greater than the in-vehicle time
increase; in this case, route mergers can reduce the total travel time. On the contrary, the merger will
increase the total travel time; Equations (41) and (42) represent the change of the average waiting
time/the in-vehicle time of the bridging passengers of route r after merging.

In order to increase the in-vehicle time as little as possible and save the total travel time when
routes are merged, it is important to choose the merger routes. Obviously, merging the nearer routes
will produce less detour time, merging less departure frequency routes is more effective for reducing
the waiting time. The bus bridging assign model with resource constraints is established as follows.

min ∑
R

fr(tw
r + te

r )|tw
r =

th
r
2

; te
r =

lr
v
|th

r =
2lr

vNr
(43)

Nd
r ≥ Nr ≥ 1

∣∣∣∣∣Nd
r =

2lrbd
r

v

∣∣∣∣∣bd
r =

max
(

fpq, fqp
)

c · µ ∀ r (44)

∑
R

Nr ≤ Nmax (45)
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Equation (43) minimizes the total travel time of the blocked passengers.fr = fpq + fqp. fpq

represents the passenger flow from station p to q. fqp is opposite to fpq. Equation (44) prevents the
assigned number of bus bridging going beyond the demand and ensures every bridging route is
available; Equation (45) constrains the total number of bus bridging that can be deployed.

The final design scheme of the bus bridging routes is obtained by merging and filtering.

3. Results and Discussion

The urban rail transit network in the illustrative example abstract from Tianjin in China, and it
is constituted by four urban rail transit lines with 82 stations. In 2017, the annual passenger volume
of was 407 million, and the average daily passenger volume was 1,115,100, and the disruption rate
per million kilometers was 0.5 in the railway transit system (the data was acquired from the Urban
Railway Transit Management Company in Tianjin city). In the case study, the link units C11–C10 and
C11–C12 were disrupted in peak hour, and C11 is a transfer station, as shown in Figure 5. The average
passenger flow of each OD pair station in peak hour was obtained from historical data. The travel time
for railway transit and bus bridging was calculated by operation velocity and distance of between
stations. The data is used after eliminating a portion (5% through the survey) of passengers who
selected a taxi, car, or other private transportation when the urban rail transit network was disrupted.
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Figure 5. Disrupted urban rail transit system

In Figure 3, we find that A{1~22}/B{1~26}/C{1~10}/D{1~18} to C{12~20} are complete
disruptions, while B{1–13}/B{15~26}/D{1~18} to C{1~10}, A13 to C{9~10}, A{1~10} to D{1~18}/C11
are incomplete disruptions. The total pairs of the complete and incomplete disruption stations are
666 and 622, respectively.

3.1. Without Station Capacity Constraints

By applying the route optimization model without station capacity constraints as per
Equations (32)–(37), only the shortest alternative routes are chosen for the disrupted OD stations;
the bus bridging routes in scheme 1 are generated, as shown in Figure 6a. Each colored line represents
one bus bridging route. The bottleneck stations are indicated by the red triangle.
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Figure 6. The bus bridging routes scheme. (a) Without station capacity constraints; (b) with station
capacity constraints.

By calculating the passenger flow of each station and comparing with their capacity threshold,
we find that B9/B10/B12/B15/C10/C11/C12/A14 are bottleneck stations.

It is found that 75% of the bottleneck stations are located in the vicinity of the disrupted section.
The reason is that scheme 1 generates a large amount of indirect bus bridging routes, and the transfer
stations selected are as close to the disrupted section as possible.

After crossing the disrupted section, the bus bridging routes can extend to the terminal station,
or end at the endpoint of the disrupted section and transfer to urban rail transit. The latter has an
additional transfer time. However, as the speed of urban rail transit is faster than bus bridging,
the in-vehicle time shortening is more than the additional transfer time beyond a certain distance.
This certain distance in the case study is one or two urban rail transit link units most commonly.

For example, the alternative routes C{1 ∼ 7} m↔ C10 b↔ C12 m↔ C{14 ∼ 20} are generated for

the disrupted OD stations C{1~7}–C{14~20}, because the travel time of C10 b↔ C12 m↔ C{14 ∼ 20}
is less than C10 b↔ C{14 ∼ 20}. However, the alternative routes C{1 ∼ 7} m↔ C10 b↔ C13 are

generated for the disrupted OD stations C{1~7}–C13, because the travel time of C10 b↔ C13 is less than

C10 b↔ C12 m↔ C13. It can be judged that the distance from C12 to C14 is a certain distance.
For the remaining 25% of bottleneck stations, for example, the disrupted OD stations

A{15~22}–C{15~20} belong to different urban rail transit lines, respectively, and A14, C12, and A9
constitute a triangle, and two stations are selected on each urban rail transit to connect the bus bridging

route A14 b↔ C12 because of its small geometric angle. The travel time of the bus bridging route

A14 b↔ C12 is less than urban rail transit + bus bridging route A14 m↔ A13 m↔ C11 b↔ C12. Hence,

the alternative routes A{15 ∼ 22} m↔ A14 b↔ C12 m↔ C{15 ∼ 20} are generated for the disrupted
OD stations A{15~22}–C{15~20}; it leads to A14 becoming a bottleneck station that all the blocked
passengers of A{15~22}–C{15~20} have to transfer at. The formation of the remaining bottleneck
stations is also due to this reason.

3.2. With Station Capacity Constraints

By applying the route optimization model with station capacity constraints, when k = 3, ∑
(i,j)

pd
ij = 0,

there are no bottleneck stations in the bridging network. The objective Equation (30) of the alternative
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route optimal model reaches the minimum, and the bus bridging routes design scheme 2 is generated,
as shown in Figure 6b.

In scheme 2, the model transports the extra bridging passenger flow of the bottleneck stations
to the adjacent stations by generating multiple alternative routes. For example, the alternative route

B{1 ∼ 6} m↔ B10 b↔ C12 m↔ C{14 ∼ 20} for the disrupted OD stations B{1~6}–C{14~20} in scheme

1 is extended to B{1 ∼ 6} m↔ B{9 ∼ 10} b↔ C{12 ∼ 14} m↔ C{14 ∼ 20} in scheme 2 or avoid
transferring at the bottleneck stations by generating the other type of alternative routes. For example,

the indirect bus bridging route A{1 ∼ 10} m↔ C10 b↔ B11 m↔ D{1 ∼ 18} for the disrupted OD stations
A{1~10}–D{1~18} are replaced with the urban rail transit transfer route A{1 ∼ 10} m↔ A13 m↔ B11 m↔
D{1 ∼ 18} in scheme 2, so that the bottleneck station C10 is avoided.

3.3. Bus Bridging Route Analysis

The alternative routes generated in scheme 2 are classified according to the travel distance (km).
Three types of alternative routes are compared in Figure 7. The indirect bus bridging route accounts
for 72% of the total number of alternative routes. The percentage of indirect bus bridging in the
middle-and-long distance (>6 km) is higher than that of a short travel distance (0–6 km). It suggests
that the speed advantage of urban rail transit dominates for longer distances. The direct bus bridging
routes set for a short travel distance (0–6 km) accounted for 91.4% of the total alternative routes because
it can connect the disrupted OD stations directly without transfer. The ratio between the number of
urban rail transit transfer routes and the number of OD pairs of incomplete disruption is 47%. It proves
the probability of selecting the urban rail transit transfer as the alternative route for the incomplete
disruption is higher. The reason that, on one hand, its travel time is short, and on the other hand,
it depends on the urban rail transit passenger’s travel habit.
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Figure 7. Numbers of three types of the alternative routes.

The indirect bus bridging routes are compared. The result is shown in Figure 8. The selection
proportion of the indirect bridging route 1 and 2 is 81.1% in a short travel distance (0–6 km);
the proportion decreases with the increase of travel distance. In the short-and-middle travel distance
below 12 km, selecting the indirect bridging route 1 and 2 can save more time because the origin or
destination station must be close to the disrupted area. In the middle-and-long travel distance above
6 km, selecting the indirect bridging route 3 is more time saving because the origin or the destination
station of most of the disrupted OD stations are far from the disrupted area.
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3.4. Total Travel Time and Finacial Benefits Analysis

In order to verify the validity of the bridging bus routes obtained in this paper, we calculated the
total travel time of passengers under normal conditions, with disruption but not taking any measures,
and with disruption taking bridging bus routes. The calculation results are shown in Table 1. It can
be seen from this table that after the bridging bus routes are taken, the passenger’s total travel time
is significantly lower than when no measures are taken. However, after the capacity constraint of a
station is considered, the passenger’s total travel time will be increased by 3.49% compared with not
considering a capacity constraint.

Table 1. Travel time comparison (hour).

Analysis
Condition

Normal
Operation

Disruption without
Taking any Measure

Bus Bridging

Not Considering
Station Capacity

Considering
Station Capacity

Travel cost 405,301 611,242 492,842 514,177

Travel time variation under bus bridging −19.37% −15.88%

Travel time variation considering station capacity −3.49%

We discussed the financial benefits from the passenger time saving and time value perspective.
According to Reference [27] and the average income of Tianjin in 2017, the time value of a passenger
for work is CNY 24.93 yuan/h. Consequently, the financial benefits will be up to CNY 2,419,830 yuan
after carrying out the bus bridging routes considering station capacity constraints.

4. Conclusions

This paper designs bus bridging routes for disrupted urban rail transit networks. The types of
urban rail transit line disruption between OD stations are summarized and alternative bus bridging
routes are listed. Feasible routes are generated for each pair of the disrupted OD stations including
urban rail transit transfers, direct bus bridging, and indirect bus bridging. The feasible route generation
model considering passenger alternative route choice behavior and the bridging station capacity
constraint is established by k-short alternative routes. Finally, while considering the bus bridging
resource constraint, the initial design routes are merged and filtered to get the final design scheme.
Taking an abstract urban rail transit network as an example, the results show that: the bus bridging
design scheme generated from the model can significantly reduce travel delay of blocked passengers
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and improve the efficiency of emergency transport under the urban rail transit disruption; controlling
the permittable quantity of urban rail transit passengers below the station capacity is necessary for
ensuring feasibility of the bridging network; the direct bus bridging route is suitable for short travel
distances and the indirect bus bridging route is suitable for middle-and-long travel distances; urban
rail transit transfer routes have a higher proportion in incomplete disrupted OD stations. After the
bridging bus routes are taken, the passenger’s total travel time is significantly lower than when no
measures are taken. However, after the capacity constraint of the station is considered, the passenger’s
total travel time will be increased compared with not considering the capacity constraint.

In order to increase the application range of the method, in the future, we should collect more
origin-destination travel data and disruption data of some extra-large cities, such as Beijing and
Shanghai, to verify further the reliability of the method proposed in this paper. Additionally, the depot
location of bus bridging has an influence on the route design result. Therefore, we need to construct a
route design model of bus bridging considering the location layout of bus bridging depots in the future.
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